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Senior Seminar: Dystopian Youths, Radical Futures 
 
Dr. Everett Hamner 
Western Illinois University, Spring 2022, Mondays 4:30-7 
ENG 476G: LQ1 (Quad Cities Complex 2128 + ZOOM), westernonline.wiu.edu 
Office hours M 11-12, W 11-12, Th 10-12 (QCC 2209/EMAIL/ZOOM) 
e-hamner@wiu.edu, 309-762-3999 x62247 
 

 
 
General Catalog Description & Prerequisites 
 
Intensive exploration of a major issue, era, author, or text, culminating in the writing of a substantial 
scholarly essay. Writing Instruction in the Disciplines (WID) course. Prerequisite: ENG 280, ENG 299 
with a grade of C or better, senior standing, or consent of department chairperson. 
 
Specific Description & Goals 
 
Many English courses engaging social justice issues dig deeply into a specific problem: among recent 
examples, I’ve taught classes on pandemics, climate change, racism, and disability. This course takes a 
different approach, though, in juxtaposing many overlapping crises and focusing less on specific 
historical causes or solutions than their collective, often compounding emotional dynamics. 
 
Featuring a very broad set of mostly very recent texts, this course will explore how such problems 
become “hyperobjects” or “wicked problems”: i.e., how they become so unwieldy as to be impossible 
to engage effectively in isolation. In our conversations, we will ponder contemporary neoliberalism’s 
readiness to call workers “family” while restricting their most basic rights, to greenwash advertising 
campaigns while further polluting our only habitat, to whitewash history while ensuring that BIPOC 
Americans continue to receive lesser opportunities, to trumpet female accomplishments while 
continuing to disproportionately reward men, and to celebrate openness to gender differences while 
tacitly enabling a default toxic masculinity that refuses to imagine genuinely queer dignity. 
 
Within this larger pattern, we will consider the following sub-questions: 
 

 How do emotional states like “hope” and “despair” matter? Can increased “emotional 
intelligence,” “empathy,” or “embodiment” help? How are they cultivated? By and for whom? 
 

 How does the conversation shift when focused on young adult experiences and texts? Who says 
what counts as a “YA” text? Why are “adolescence” and “adulthood” such moving targets? 
 

 How do the unique languages of novels, graphic novels and comics, cinema and serial 
television, and video games contribute differently to these conversations? 
 

 In what senses is it “political” or “radical” to ask or act on these questions? Says who? Why? 
 
Course requirement: give everyone and everything in this class a serious chance – our texts, your peers, 
me, yourself. The rest of this syllabus flows from there, including the on-your-honor comprehension 
quizzes (accountability), your journaling (trust-building), and the individual project (new creation).  
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Reading & Assignment Schedule 
 
PLEASE NOTE: 
~“PRIMARY TEXT,” “SECONDARY TEXT,” or “W.O.” = complete in full before class 
~“IN CLASS” = no preparation required 
 
Preview: An Informal Squint at a Bigger Picture  
 

1st WEEK, JAN 17TH: MLK., JR. HOLIDAY (START WITH A MOVIE & LET’S ZOOM AS DESIRED) 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: : ~Don’t Look Up (Netflix, 2021) 
 
IN CLASS: ~An optional discussion of wide-ranging reactions to this film, plus initial introductions 
 
Part 1: Foundational Histories of the Future  
 

2nd WEEK, JAN 24TH: DYSTOPIAN SCENARIO, RADICAL VISION #1 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~Octavia E. Butler, Parable of the Sower (1993), sections entitled 2024, 2025, 2026 (ch 1-13) 
 
SECONDARY 
READING: ~Michael Fischer, “Literature and Empathy” (2017) 
   Summary & questions: ________________________ & ________________________ 
 
IN CLASS:  ~Syllabus overview and Q&A 
 

3rd WEEK, JAN 31ST: WHAT CAN AND CAN’T EMPATHY DO? 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT : ~Butler, Parable of the Sower, section entitled 2027 (ch 14-25) 
   
SECONDARY 
READING: ~Rebecca Evans, “Hyperempathy,” in An Ecotopian Lexicon (2019) 
   Summary & questions: ________________________ & ________________________ 
 
IN CLASS: ~Earthseed: are you in or out? More importantly, why? 
 

4th WEEK, FEB 7TH: DYSTOPIAN SCENARIO, RADICAL VISION #2 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~Alan Moore & Dave Gibbons, Watchmen (1986 graphic novel), ch I-VI 
 
IN CLASS: ~A look ahead to the individual projects 
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5th WEEK, FEB 14TH: OF GODS & SUPERHEROES, OR, WHO WATCHES THE WATCHMEN? 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT:  ~Moore & Gibbons, Watchmen, ch VII-XII 
 
SECONDARY 
READING: ~Bryan Dietrich, “The Human Stain: Chaos and the Rage for Order in Watchmen” (2009) 
   Summary & questions: ________________________ & ________________________ 
 
  ~Erin M. Keating, “The Female Link: Citation and Continuity in Watchmen” (2012) 
   Summary & questions: ________________________ & ________________________ 
 
W.O.:  ~Quiz #1 
 
IN CLASS: ~Costumed adventuring: are you in or out? More importantly, why? 
 
Part 2: Expansions: Confronting Corporatism, Racism, Misogyny, Queerphobia  
 

6th WEEK, FEB 21ST: DO VIDEO GAMES TRAIN CONFORMISTS? DO WE WANT OBEDIENCE? 
 
PRIMARY  
TEXT:  ~The Stanley Parable (2011 video game) 
 
SECONDARY 
READING: ~Patrick Jagoda, “On Difficulty in Video Games: Mechanics, Interpretation, Affect”  
  (2018) 
   Summary & questions: ________________________ & ________________________ 
 
W.O.:  ~Paper Step 1 due before class: 1-page rough proposal (0 pts) 
 
IN CLASS: ~How to build a great paper in 10 weeks 

 

7th WEEK, FEB 28TH: DIGITAL OVERLORDS, YOU’LL WANT TO HACK THIS MEETING 
 
PRIMARY  
TEXT: ~Cory Doctorow, “Unauthorized Bread” & “Radicalized” (2019 novellas in Radicalized) 
 
SECONDARY 
READING: ~ Jennifer Mitchell, “Futurist Resistance: Gendered Critical Literacy in the Dystopian 

Age” (2021) 
  Summary & questions: ________________________ & ________________________ 
 
W.O. : ~Paper Step 2 due before class: 1-page revised proposal and a Works Cited for 8 
  possibly useful peer-reviewed articles/chapters (4 pts) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Using your tools (rather than being used by them) 
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8th WEEK, MAR 7TH: WHY ANTIRACISM MATTERS, WHY YA NOVELS MATTER 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~Sorry to Bother You (2018 film) 
  
SECONDARY 
READING: ~Rebekah Sheldon, “Dystopian Futures and Utopian Presents in Contemporary Young 

Adult Science Fiction” (2019 
  Summary & questions: ________________________ & ________________________ 
 
W.O.: ~Paper Step 3 due before class: 1-page reflection on distinctions between your outside-

class text & in-class text (0 pts) 
 
  ~Quiz #2 (covering material since Quiz #1) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Why “Critical Race Theory” has created such a firestorm in education 
 
MAR 14TH: SPRING BREAK (NO CLASS) 
 

9th WEEK, MAR 21ST: THE ULTIMATE QUESTION: “YOU COMING?” 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~Jason Reynolds, Long Way Down (2017 narrative poem-novel) 
 
W.O.:  ~Paper Step 4 due before class: 100+ word summaries with quotations of 4 most  
  valuable peer-reviewed articles/chapters (4 pts) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Why Black lives matter and “all lives matter,” but love doesn’t need to restate the latter 
 

10th WEEK, MAR 28TH: RUNNING UP AGAINST THE LIMITS OF REPRESENTATION 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~Laurie Halse Anderson and Emily Carroll, Speak: The Graphic Novel (2018 adaptation of 

1999 novel) 
 
IN CLASS:  ~Some thoughts on Chris McGee’s “Why Won’t Melinda Just Talk about What  
  Happened? Speak and the Confessional Voice” (2009) 
 

11th WEEK, APR 4TH: CLOSE GAMING 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT:  ~Life is Strange: True Colors (2021 video game) 
   (playing it is ideal, but most will use MK Ice and Fire’s gameplay walkthrough, 
   Part 1 only, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fimk9rhqPB4, through 2 hr 21 min mark) 
 
W.O.:  ~Paper Step 5 due on W.O. before class: half-length 1000/1500+ word first draft (0 pts) 
 
  ~Quiz #3 (covering material since Quiz #2) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Character development in gaming vs. literature and other media  
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12th WEEK, APR 11TH: “HOW DO YOU NOT CARE?” 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~kt Mather, Rage is a Wolf (2021), “September” thru “November” (pp. 1-127) 
 
IN CLASS: ~What would it look like if our culture didn’t condescend to adolescents? 
 

13th WEEK, APR 18TH: “HOW DO YOU LEARN?” 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~Mather, Rage is a Wolf, “December” thru “January” (pp. 128-251) 
 
W.O.:  ~Paper Step 6 due on W.O. before class: full-length 2000/3000+ word 1st draft (4 pts) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Why reverse outlining is such a crucial but underutilized writing step 

 

14th WEEK, APR 25TH: “WILL IT BE ENOUGH?” 
 
PRIMARY 
TEXT: ~Mather, Rage is a Wolf, “February” thru “April” (pp. 252-385) 
 
W.O.:  ~Quiz #4 (covering material since Quiz #3) 
 
IN CLASS: ~What might happen if you could always pursue questions that you cared about? 
 

15th WEEK, MAY 2ND: WRITING TIME & INDIVIDUAL/GROUP CONSULTATIONS 
 
W.O.:  ~Paper Step 7 due on W.O. before class: full-length 2000/3000+ word 2nd draft (0 pts) 
 
IN CLASS:  ~A last round of group writing consultations 
 

FINALS WEEK, MAY 9TH: PAPER PRESENTATIONS 
 
W.O.:  ~Paper: final version due on W.O. (under “Assignments”) by Wed 5/11 
 
IN CLASS: ~Paper Step 8: 5-min paper presentations (a hook, your thesis, & its significance) (4 pts) 
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Required Texts 
 
PLEASE NOTE: 
*Prices below are rounded from recent new online prices. In many cases, used copies can be purchased 
less expensively (try bookfinder.com). 
*I am happy for students to use complete electronic versions of texts so long as they use appropriate 
citation methods when writing papers and can accept occasional challenges in finding a given passage. 
*We will examine two video games that students are welcome to purchase, but that is not required 
(walkthroughs are freely available via Youtube). 
 

• Octavia E. Butler, Parable of the Sower. Grand Central, $11. ISBN: 978-1538732182. 
• Alan Moore & Dave Gibbons, Watchmen (2019 ed. is best/cheapest, but other OK too). DC 

Comics, $13. ISBN: 978-1779501127. 
• Cory Doctorow, Radicalized: Four Tales of Our Present Moment. Tor, $13. ISBN: 978-1250229250. 
• Jason Reynolds, Long Way Down. Atheneum, $7. ISBN: 978-1481438261. 
• Sorry to Bother You. 2018. (Streamable for ~$4 on many platforms or on disc in local libraries.) 
• Laurie Halse Anderson & Emily Carroll. Speak: The Graphic Novel. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 

$15. ISBN: 978-0374300289. 
• kt Mather, Rage is a Wolf. Whiskey Tit, $18. ISBN: 978-1732959675. 

 
 
 
Grading Criteria 
 
I view grades as a necessary evil in our meritocratic world, so I want to make them as transparent and 
low-stress as possible. This does not mean that I don’t care about the quality of your work! Rather, the 
real question is what I can tell employers or grad schools in reference letters: how invested were you? 
How did you grow? What skills did you develop? To keep things straightforward, I figure final grades 
using the university scale (A, B, C, D, or F, with pluses/minuses) and the values below (with minor 
upward adjustments as appropriate). Please note the “My Grades” function on the course website, 
which lets you track assignment grades and estimate your current overall grade at any point. 
 

40%  4 primary text comprehension quizzes (10% each, on your honor via W.O.) 
 
12%  3 300+ word public journals distributed across weeks 2-5 (score of 0-4% for each) 
   4%: excellent, thorough integration of primary & secondary texts with nonobvious insight 
   3%: solid examination of primary &/or secondary texts with some unique probing 
   2%: acceptable, complete look at primary &/or secondary texts plus clear personal interest 
   1%: minimal, insufficient glances at primary &/or secondary texts and personal interests 
 
4%  1 300-500 word summary of a secondary article, plus 3 open-ended questions 
   4%: highly accurate summation; representative, efficient quotation; accessible; engaging 
   3%: solid summation; some well-selected quotes; mostly clear & engaging 
   2%: acceptable summation; minimal/unrepresentative quotation; fairly clear & engaging 
   1%: minimal/misrepresentative summation & quotation (if any); unclear or unengaging 
 
44%  Argumentative research paper (even-numbered steps scored 0-4 as below) 
   0%: Step 1, 1-p rough proposal  
   4%: Step 2, 1-p revised proposal + Works Cited for 8 peer-reviewed articles/chapters 
   0%: Step 3, 1-p reflection on distinctions between your outside-class text & in-class text 
   4%: Step 4, 100+ word summaries of 4 most valuable peer-reviewed articles/chapters 
   0%: Step 5, half-length draft 
   4%: Step 6, full-length draft 1 
   0%: Step 7, full-length draft 2 
   4%: Step 8, 5-minute paper presentation during finals week meeting 
   28%: final assignment submission 
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Assignment Descriptions 
 
Quizzes: These will neither be picky, insignificant-detail interrogations, nor such easy affairs that one 
could prepare sufficiently by reading summaries. The idea is that if you recently covered all assigned 
reading and viewing with good comprehension, you should be able to average at least 70-80% of the 
points available (i.e., earn a “B” or better). Please keep in mind that each quiz only covers material since 
the previous one and will focus more heavily on primary than secondary texts. Students sometimes 
worry about the quizzes initially, but almost unanimously tell me they provide valuable accountability 
during the course and allow for higher-quality, greater-depth discussions. If you want to ace them, my 
advice is to get the reading and viewing done in advance, then go back over it, your journals and in-
class notes, and my “discussion notes” and other materials. Checking your understanding and 
comparing reactions in outside-class conversations with classmates can also be helpful. 
 
Three public journal entries: You are responsible for posting three 300+ word journal entries during 
the foundational Part 1 of our course (Weeks 2-5); pick one week to take off. Please post these by noon on 
class days so that we can all ponder them before our meeting. 
 
One secondary journal article/chapter summary, plus 3 good open-ended questions for us: You and 
usually one other student will prepare separate 300-500-word summaries of a secondary reading 
(assignments completed by Week 2), and we will use these as part of the week’s Discussion Notes to 
review the article’s central claims and most impactful moments and to launch conversation. In 
designing three questions for the back end of your summary, make them genuinely open-ended, i.e., 
questions to which you don’t already know “the” answer. A major step in becoming an independent 
critical thinker is to learn the value of a great, detailed question: one that avoids getting mired in what 
is already clear to you and to a group, but that also is clear enough in its contours that it can spark 
insightful responses. (This assignment is essentially an annotation, but I’m putting more emphasis here 
on accurate and thorough summary – i.e. real understanding – and less on analysis/response.) 
 
Argumentative research paper: This paper is the course’s main output for you, and it should represent 
an independent project of major personal interest. During Part 1, we will build a solid foundation for 
these projects by pouring energy into collective analysis of two texts, Parable of the Sower and Watchmen, 
and then in Part 2 it will be up to you to pair one of our required primary texts with one relevant 
outside text and build your own argument. It should have something to do with dystopia and/or 
utopia, emotions and/or empathy, young adult/adolescent/adult experience, adaptation across 
popular media, and/or another clear subtopic we are engaging, but I want to provide as much freedom 
as possible here. If it grows out of both our course and your interests, there’s a good chance it’ll fly. 
 
You will notice that there are a bunch of clearly identified Steps to work through. Between Week 6 and 
finals week, we will build these arguments together: they will be yours, not anyone else’s, but you’ll get 
regular input from me and your peers. The instructions for each of the 8 Steps before final submission 
should be fairly self-evident (within the course schedule and on p. 6’s grading breakdown), but I’ll also 
provide clarifications as we approach each one. One important role they will play is in ensuring that 
you build skill in finding and engaging relevant secondary criticism as you develop a unique claim. 
 
Undergraduate students will end up with at least a 2000-word masterpiece, and grad students will be 
at 3000 words or more. It won’t feel that way at first if you’re doing this right: if you know what you’re 
trying to do from the beginning, you’re doing it wrong. This is no different than real scientific 
experimentation: we pursue hunches and test hypotheses, and we figure out what we think through 
trying to articulate it. Give yourself permission to write absolute junk as you get going, because most of 
us are far better editors than we are composers. But get through that stage early, and you’ll be able to 
really think through the processes of reverse outlining and re-vision that I’ll be emphasizing. Indeed 
these Steps will be so critical that I’m attaching a significant portion of the course grade to the even-
numbered ones, and you’ll need to stay within a day or two of our schedule to earn those points.  
 
Onto the next page for some ideas for potential pairings, though I’m open to plenty of others ….  
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Some recommended comparative approaches for the argumentative research paper:  
 
Don’t Look Up with any film or other text engaging climate destruction, pandemic, neoliberal 

governmental irresponsibility, contemporary denialism, etc. 
Parable of the Sower with Parable of the Talents: fascism, incomplete/productive apocalyptic, parent-

child relationships, (hyper)empathy, climate destruction, unconventional romance 
Watchmen with HBO’s Watchmen: cross-media adaptation, racism in America, science and religion, 

unconventional romance 
The Stanley Parable with another video game significantly engaging capitalism like Bioshock, 

Kentucky Route Zero, Spiderman: Miles Morales, or Road 96: player choice and gameplay dynamics, 
narrative structure, character development, storyworld  

“Unauthorized Bread” and/or “Radicalized” with another novel by Cory Doctorow like Little 
Brother or closely related work like Dave Eggers’s The Circle or The Every or anything by Paolo 
Bacigalupi (YA novel The Doubt Factory and series starting with Ship Breaker esp. recommended) 

Long Way Down with any other work by Jason Reynolds (consider esp. All American Boys, Ghost, 
Miles Morales: Spider-Man, and Look Both Ways) or another text with strong BLM resonance (e.g. 
The Hate U Give, Dear Martin, Dear Justyce, The Poet X) 

Sorry to Bother You with another major recent work of Black cinema like BlacKkKlansman, Moonlight, 
Get Out, Us, Black Panther, or Judas and the Black Messiah or with another work critiquing 
neoliberal capitalism like Nomadland, Leave No Trace, Dallas Buyers Club, mother!, or Parasite 

Speak: The Graphic Novel with the original novel or another text examining misogyny, sexual 
violence, institutional irresponsibility, the commodification of education, etc. 

Life is Strange: True Colors with another video game challenging capitalist exploitation (see 
possibilities listed with The Stanley Parable) or another text illuminating LGBTQ experience (esp. 
recommend the Aristotle and Dante novels by Benjamin Alire Sáenz, the film Milk, Alison 
Bechdel’s graphic autobiographies Fun Home or The Secret to Superhuman Strength) 

Rage is a Wolf with another text engaging LGBTQ experience (see Life is Strange pairings), the 
shortcomings of traditional education (see Speak pairings), climate destruction, 

 
One of our required texts with … 

A twentieth century dystopian novel commonly taught in secondary settings like Brave New 
World, 1984, or Fahrenheit 451 

A twenty-first-century YA novel that fantastically and/or realistically engages contemporary 
social ills, e.g. Feed, the Hunger Games books, The House of the Scorpion, Ready Player One, Slay 

One of Neil Gaiman’s works like The Graveyard Book or Sandman (comic books or audio play), 
esp. if you enjoy horror and/or mythology 

Another foundational work in comics history like V for Vendetta or The Dark Knight 
Kiese Laymon’s Long Division, esp. if you’re into relatively postmodern/metafictional work 
N.K. Jemison’s Far Sector, a limited-run Green Lantern comic series with many political dynamics 

familiar to those interested in BLM and/or neoliberal surveillance culture 
The Swamp Thing or another comic/graphic novel engaging climate destruction 
A novel about childhood and adulthood like The Road or Bewilderment 
A major work of slow collapse like Never Let Me Go or apocalyptic/post-apocalyptic fiction like 

A Canticle for Liebowitz, The Road, Station Eleven (novel or TV miniseries), or the Last of Us 
video games 

A novelistic exposé of ongoing racism like Colson Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad or The 
Nickel Boys 

A film about preadolescence or adolescence like Inside Out, Whale Rider, Donnie Darko, Juno, 
Boyhood, Eighth Grade, or Precious 
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PLEASE NOTE: 
The following is part of all of my syllabi. Please read it carefully while keeping its generality in mind. 
 
What goals do I care about most? 
 

1) Open-mindedness. I will regularly ask questions to which I do not have “the” answer. My job is 
not to fill you with information nor to train you like a lab animal. Expect probing, 
improvisational conversations that leave room for everyone to learn and grow. 
 

2) Personal maturation. I want every student to leave my courses a little wiser – and wisdom 
involves action, not just theory. I want you to want to be a better version of yourself: more 
generous with others, better able to endure hardship, more determined to live holistically. 
 

3) Genuine community. This does not mean warm fuzzies, nor does it require wholesale 
agreement. It means building greater trust, pushing beyond superficial identities toward real 
understanding, and developing authentic curiosity about others’ lives.  

 
What priorities will make these things possible? 
 

4) Regular presence. Rather than making lengthy rules about numbers of classes missed or use of 
electronic devices, I will just say that I want you to want to be present as much as possible. When 
we encounter barriers to that, let’s overcome them. 
 

5) Productive disagreement. I’m not here to clone myself, and none of us should be here to “win” 
arguments. We’ll talk regularly about controversial topics, and we’ll get better at being frank 
but not blunt, tactful but not wishy-washy. Our culture needs more gracious candor. 
 

6) Process above outcomes. Grades have their place, but how you get them matters more. Think 
across the best classes you’ve ever taken. What made them special? It’s not the label that the 
registrar puts on your transcript, but the stories that you, your peers, and your faculty can tell. 

 
What can you count on from me?  
 

7) Availability and responsiveness. In some ways, tuition is like a gym membership. My job is to 
make regular spaces ready for you to grow, both in classes and in office hours, and your job is 
to take advantage of them – and not just when deadlines are approaching! J 
 

8) Honest, encouraging feedback. A good coach both competes alongside you and holds you 
accountable concerning the steps required by your goals. A grade reflects your work’s status 
relative to peer benchmarks, but what matters most is your growth across our weeks together. 
 

9) Fairness and consistency. I won’t change syllabus expectations without class discussion and 
solid majority approval, and never in ways that increase your workload. I will assign grades 
with an eye to all concerned, including peers past and present, and will discuss them as desired. 

 
A few technical notes about my grading system & policies 
 

Ø You can always find your current grade on Western Online, and it may be higher than you 
think. W.O. computes it using my formula, but it’s simple to do yourself. Divide your points 
total by the points available so far, then multiply by 4 to translate to a 4.0 scale (and the 
corresponding letter grade).  
 
The same process works for any single assignment. E.g. if you earned 8 out of 10 points on a 
quiz, you would divide 8 by 10 (=.80), multiply by 4 (=3.20), and that would be between a B and 
a B+. Please also note that at the course’s end, when healthy attendance, paper draft effort, and 
other course contributions warrant, I sometimes bump up borderline grades, but never down. 
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Ø I regularly allow late quizzes and assignments without grade penalties. Still, there is a strong tie 
between students who keep up with deadlines and those who get the most out of the class. 
 

Ø I handle all paper submissions via Western Online, which uses Turn It In plagiarism detection. 
Please consider that representing others’ work as your own seriously damages the trust we 
need to build. I penalize such assignments with F grades in order to convey that gravity. 

o Assignment drafts (or “Steps”) go under “Discussions” (under “Communication”), 
which allows you and peers to benefit from feedback on each others’ work. 

o Assignment final versions go under “Assignments” (under “Assessments”), which allows 
for private access to brief final comments and grades. 

 
WIU Policies & Resources 
 
University Writing Center: “The University Writing Center offers in person, online (real-time), and e-
tutoring (asynchronous) appointments 7 days a week. We support writers on any academic or 
professional writing project across disciplines at any stage of the process. We are not an editing service, 
but we provide extensive feedback as well as tips and strategies for a wide-range of writing challenges 
such as citation style formats, grammar, research development, and organization. Visit wiu.edu/uwc to 
learn more or to make an appointment.” 
 
Counseling Services: “Confidential counseling services are available for WIU-QC students. Time 
management, stress management, balancing work and family, study skills, low self-esteem, 
relationship problems, depression, and anxiety are some examples of issues that students may address 
in personal counseling. Students may call 309/762-1988 to make an appointment with Counseling and 
Career Services.” 
 
Accommodations: “Students with disabilities: In accordance with University values and disability law, 
students with disabilities may request academic accommodations where there are aspects of a course 
that result in barriers to inclusion or accurate assessment of achievement. To file an official request for 
disability-related accommodations, please contact the Disability Resource Center at 309-298-2512, 
disability@wiu.edu or in 143 Memorial Hall. Please notify the instructor as soon as possible to ensure that 
this course is accessible to you in a timely manner.” 
 
Sex Discrimination/Title IX: “University values, Title IX, and other federal and state laws prohibit sex 
discrimination, including sexual assault/misconduct, dating/domestic violence, and stalking. If you, or 
someone you know, has been the victim of any of these offenses, we encourage you to report this to the 
Title IX Coordinator at 309-298-1977 or anonymously online at: 
http://www.wiu.edu/equal_opportunity_and_access/request_form/index.php. If you disclose an incident to a faculty 
member, the faculty member must notify the Title IX Coordinator. The complete Title IX policy is 
available at: http://www.wiu.edu/vpas/policies/titleIX.php.” 
 
Food Insecurity Resources: “Any student who has difficulty affording groceries or accessing sufficient 
food to eat every day and believes this may affect their performance in the course, is urged to contact 
The Pantry at WIU-QC for support: 309-762-3999 (x68041); Quad Cities Complex, Building C, Room 
2412. Furthermore, please notify your professor if you are comfortable in doing so. This will enable 
your professor to help connect you with confidential support resources on campus. For more 
information about The Pantry at WIU-QC please visit: http://www.wiu.edu/qc/student_life/pantry/.” 
 
Military Activation Policy: “A student, or the spouse of a student with a dependent child, who during 
the course of an academic term, is called into active military service, for a period of seven or more 
consecutive days, including National Guard and Reserve, will be considered to be a case of extreme 
hardship for the relevant term. A copy of active duty papers must be filed in the Office of the Registrar 
within 30 days of the end of the academic term. The spouse or domestic partner of a student with a 
dependent child must also provide a marriage certificate or other appropriate documentation, and the 
dependent’s birth certificate within 30 days of the end of the academic term. A copy of active duty 
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papers must be filed with this Military Activation Form. It will automatically send to the Office of the 
Registrar, Veterans Resource Center and the Student Development and Success Center. This must be 
done within 30 days of the end of the academic term.” 
 
Academic Integrity Policy: For further information on what constitutes plagiarism and other violations 
of academic integrity, please see http://www.wiu.edu/policies/acintegrity.php. 
 
Student Rights & Responsibilities: For further information on expectations for both students and 
university personnel, please see http://www.wiu.edu/provost/students.php. 
 
COVID Policy: Please see pp. 13-14. 
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Dr. Hamner’s Revision Checklist (especially for argumentative essays, but largely applicable to other genres) 

 
The Introduction 

 
1. Hook:  Does your introduction (including the first sentence) efficiently grab readers’ attention without 

being silly, exaggerated, or disconnected? Is the shift from it to the paper’s thesis natural or abrupt? 
 

2. Thesis: Is it clear what sentence(s) convey the paper’s central claim? Ask yourself these questions, too: 
• Is your claim obvious or subtle? Boring or daring? Outlandish or plausible?  
• Is your claim vague or specific? General or precise? 
• Is something significant clearly at stake in your argument? Have you provided a sense of why it 

matters whether your reader buys or dismisses your claim? 
 

3. Map: Does the introduction preview the order in which the paper will examine the evidence?  
 

The Body 
 

4. Main Points: Can you summarize in a quick phrase the main point and/or task of each body paragraph, 
or are some paragraphs’ goals or relevance to the thesis unclear?  
 

5. Topic Sentences and Concluding Sentences: Within a given paragraph, do the topic sentence and 
concluding sentence fit without being identical? Do they provide meaningful links between paragraphs? 
 

6. Organization: Are there any paragraphs that don't make logical sense in the organization of the essay—
e.g. too-short/disconnected “lonely” paragraphs or too-long/repetitive “bullying” paragraphs?  Should 
any be removed or integrated elsewhere? Can you reorder so the argument’s force grows more naturally? 
 

7. Textual Evidence/Quotation: Is there sufficient evidence from specific texts (at least one quotation per 
body paragraph, as a general rule) to back up the argument’s main points? Are there appropriate page 
number citations? Does the paper introduce quotations with a sense of their original context? After 
quotations, do you offer interpretations of their meaning or just expect readers to hear them as you do? 
 

8. Minimal Summary, Maximum Analysis: Except in briefly introducing unfamiliar key text(s), does the 
paper avoid plot summaries? Does your interpretive and analytical work remain the focus? 
 

9. Reasonable Specifics, Not Generalities or Overreaches: Does your unique argument reach beyond back-
cover or Wikipedia descriptions? Or does it resort to clichés anyone might say, or that could describe any 
text? (“The author uses lots of description to help readers understand.”) Does it make reasoned claims? 
Or does it rely on overstatements that cost you credence? (“In this story everything is about death.”) 
 

The Conclusion 
 

10. Closure: Does the conclusion bring the essay to a meaningful close or end abruptly? Does it avoid exact 
restatement of the introduction, but still reinforce your main points? Does it suggest how the essay’s main 
ideas might be expanded into other contexts and why it matters that your reader take them seriously? 
 

Mechanics & Style 
 

11. Grammatical & other mechanical issues: Has at least one strong writer proofread your paper?  
Among the most common problems (beyond spelling, capitalization, basic punctuation): 
• Run-on sentences and fragments: is each of your sentences a single, complete thought? 
• Pronoun reference: are the referents of your pronouns clear? Do they agree in number? 

 
12. Stylistic issues: Have you presented your work in the most professional, attractive manner possible?  

Among the most common problems, especially for less experienced writers: 
• Verbal “fluff”: is every word and phrase doing real work toward demonstrating your thesis? Have you 

eliminated as much repetition as possible? You want the “impact per word ratio” as high as possible. 
• Have you stayed in the present tense while writing about literature, film, or other artistic texts? 
• Have you provided an accurate, unique, provocative, inviting title? 
• Does your paper fit the length and formatting requirements? 
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Spring 2022 Updated COVID-19 Policies, Procedures  
(adapted from January 6, 2022 statement at http://www.wiu.edu/news/newsrelease.php?release_id=18241) 
 
Gateway Testing 
 
Prior to Returning to WIU: 
 
All individuals returning to campus (regardless of vaccination status) are highly encouraged to obtain a COVID-19 test three to five days prior 
to arriving on either the Macomb or Moline campuses. The State of Illinois has several community-based testing locations throughout the state 
(https://dph.illinois.gov/covid19/testing.html). Please see "Weekly Testing" section for instructions on how to submit the results of this test 
at the Off-Campus COVID-19 Test Results Portal at http://www.wiu.edu/offcampustest/. 
 
Upon Return to WIU Macomb & Quad Cities Campuses 
 
All faculty, staff and students, regardless of vaccination status, must complete a COVID-19 test each week of the gateway testing period, 
regardless of vaccination status, through January 27.* 
 
Gateway testing periods: January 10 – 16, January 17 – 23, January 24 - 31 
 
Test locations include the Student Recreation Center MAC Gym on the Macomb campus and the Riverfront Hall reception desk on the Quad 
Cities campus. Members of the campus community who are currently on the Macomb campus are being requested to schedule their test early 
in the week to assist with scheduling. 
 
Test clinic times are as follows: 
 
WIU-Macomb (register in advance at bit.ly/WIUCOVID19Testing). 
 
Monday-Thursday, Jan. 10-13: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Tuesday-Thursday, Jan. 18-20: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Monday-Thursday, Jan. 24-27: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. 
 
Beginning, Monday, Jan. 31, the Macomb test clinic will be open: 
Mondays & Tuesdays, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Wednesdays & Thursdays, 7 a.m.-4 p.m. 
 
WIU-Quad Cities 
 
Beginning Monday, Jan. 10: 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays & Thursdays; 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Tuesdays; and 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Fridays 
(If individuals are unable to make it to the campus testing site during times of operation, they are encouraged to use other local resources in 
order to meet compliance.) 
 
Weekly Testing 
 
Following the completion of mandated gateway testing** for all faculty, staff and students, testing will continue to be required each week for 
those individuals who do not want to, or cannot, receive the vaccination. Individuals may opt out of testing if proof of vaccination is 
provided. Regardless of reason, if an individual is physically present on either WIU campus, they are responsible for testing for that respective 
week (unless fully vaccinated). Additionally, any vaccinated employee who wants to test voluntarily may continue to do so. 
 
Those who do not follow the testing protocols will be subject to disciplinary action and could result in the following loss of privileges 
including, but not limited to class registration, time off without pay, suspension of student employment, recreation center access, assistantship 
employment, event/gathering access and commencement participation. 
 
* Individuals who have tested positive for COVID-19 in the last 90 days do not need to participate in gateway or weekly testing and should 
submit their documentation to studentcovidhelp@wiu.edu. 
 
** Individuals can elect to conduct their gateway or weekly test off campus; however, the test must be a PCR-based (saliva) test to be 
equivalent to the test modality provided at the on-campus testing clinics. Once results are received, they can be sent to the Off-Campus 
COVID-19 Test Results Portal. To be compliant for the previous week, test results must be received by 11:59 p.m. Sunday evenings. 
 
Remote/Online Students/Employees 
 
Students who are taking 100 percent of their coursework online and who are not physically present on WIU's campuses at any time, and 
employees who are not working in person on WIU's campuses, do not need to follow campus testing protocols. Any student and employee 
who comes to either WIU campus for any reason (extracurricular activity, sporting event, office work, etc.) are required to be compliant with 
the procedures outlined in this document, regardless of time spent on campus. Students and employees who are 100 percent remote are 
encouraged to upload vaccination information. 
 
SHIELD IL Account Registration 
 
To expedite the testing process, all members of the University community who do not currently have a SHIELD IL account are requested to 
register prior to their arrival at the WIU-Macomb test site. To set up a SHIELD IL account, 
visit https://www.wiu.edu/users/cms300/covidtest/index.php. 
 
Vaccination and Boosters 
 
Receiving a COVID-19 vaccination is the best protection from COVID-19 and reduces the impact of COVID-19 on the University and 
surrounding communities. All members of the WIU community are expected to get their COVID-19 vaccination or respective eligible booster 
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before returning to campus. Throughout the spring semester, the University, in conjunction with the McDonough County Health Department 
(MCHD), will host vaccination clinics in the University Union Sandburg Lounge. Dates and times of clinics will be communicated. The Rock 
Island Health Department hosts walk-in vaccine clinics twice a week at its offices located at 2112 25th Ave, Rock Island. For more information, 
visit https://richd.org/ . Individuals can also visit https://www.vaccines.gov/ to find a vaccination clinic near them. 
 
To submit COVID-19 vaccination information, click the following link: 
wiu.edu/vaccinationportal/ (select "student" or "employee" category). 
 
Following a booster shot, individuals should submit updated information to the University. Members of the University community can send 
an updated picture of their COVID-19 vaccination card to: 
 
Students: beuhealthcenter@wiu.edu 
Employees: rmep@wiu.edu 
 
Individuals who do not wish to upload or email the information, can show the card in person to University staff at the following locations: 
WIU-Macomb students: Beu Health Center; WIU-Macomb employees: Sherman Hall 321 (Vice President for Student Success Office); WIU-
Quad Cities students & employees: Riverfront Hall reception desk. 
 
The following COVID-19 policies (http://www.wiu.edu/policies/) and protocols are in place until further notice: 
 
COVID-19 Health & Safety Policy (http://www.wiu.edu/policies/covid_safety.php) 
 
A key requirement for reducing the likelihood of COVID-19 transmission involves significantly reducing the number of close 'people-to-
people' and 'people-to-infected-surface' encounters. These reductions are achieved through measures described in this policy including: social 
distancing and campus density reductions; the use of appropriate personal protective equipment and aggressive cleaning protocols; and 
personal hygiene discipline (click on the link above for all COVID-19 campus policies). 
 
Face Coverings (http://www.wiu.edu/policies/covid_facecovering.php) 
 
To help ensure the health and safety of the WIU campus communities and the public, face coverings are required in indoor settings at both the 
WIU-Macomb and WIU Quad-Cities campuses (click on the link above for all COVID-19 campus policies). 
 
Academic Instruction 
 
For the first two weeks of the semester, instructors whose courses are listed in the spring catalog as being delivered face-to-face may opt to 
deliver their courses in synchronous (real time) fully remote, hybrid, or completely face-to-face formats. All faculty must inform their chairs of 
the status of their courses, as soon as determined, for the first two weeks of the semester only. At the end of the three-week period, several 
variables will be reviewed including; community and campus COVID-19 positivity rates, quarantine and isolation space availability, hospital 
and ICU bed availability, and overall Beu Health Center COVID-19 caseload to determine when to resume scheduled course delivery for the 
spring semester. Classroom seating will remain distanced at six feet between seats/stations. Assigned seating and attendance tracking will 
also continue in the effort to assist with contact tracing if necessary. 
 
Facilities and Environment Protocols 
 
Western Illinois University has implemented a variety of safeguards and procedures for University facilities and environments. Visit 
wiu.edu/returntocampus to learn more. 
 
Quarantine and Isolation Protocols 
 
At this time, WIU will continue to follow the protocols set forth in the fall 2021 related to isolation and quarantine. All members of the campus 
community who are directed to isolate or quarantine due to COVID-19 should do so for a period of ten days before returning to campus. The 
University will review this protocol following the beginning of the spring semester and may elect at that time to adjust quarantine and 
isolation protocols. For more information related to WIU's isolation and protocols, 
visit http://www.wiu.edu/vpas/risk_management_and_emergency_preparedness/coronavirus/campus/quarantine-isolation.php. 
 
Events/Gatherings Scheduling & Guidelines 
 
Organizers should consider whether it is essential that events, gatherings and meetings take place in person, especially during the next few 
weeks. If possible, it is strongly encouraged that during the first three weeks of the semester events are hosted virtually. Any University-
affiliated event or gathering regardless of location MUST be registered, have on file a control plan and submit a Campus 
Scheduling Form with the University Scheduling and Event Services Office. Events being hosted on the WIU-Quad Cities campus should 
complete and submit the following form located HERE. Any WIU organization, office or department hosting an event or gathering off campus 
is required to submit a control plan and is expected to follow all WIU and State of Illinois COVID-19 protocols. Organizations, etc. that 
traditionally hold events on campus, but wish to move the event off campus, must be able to detail and articulate why an off-campus location 
serves as a safer option for their attendees within their documented control plan. 
 
Travel (http://www.wiu.edu/policies/covid_travel.php) 
 
The University travel policy provides temporary guidance related to official University travel for the reasons of business, academic and all 
other purposes, as well as provides consultation for personal travel, during the COVID-19 pandemic. This policy does not supersede existing 
approval protocols related to University travel. Prior financial approval must be obtained through appropriate channels for any travel related 
to the business of Western Illinois University (click on the link above for the complete policy). 
 
Protect the 'Necks Pledge 
 
All members of the WIU community are asked to review and commit to the Protect the 'Necks Pledge. 
 


